
Spelling	Lesson	4	–	The	Power	of	W.O.W.	
block   Sentence: My house is on the first block of my street. Definition: an area marked by intersecting city 
streets 

shown  Sentence: He has shown her how to play guitar chords. Definition: past tense of show, demonstrated, 
instructed 

oatmeal  Sentence: We ate hearty, hot oatmeal for breakfast. Definition: a whole-grain mushy cereal, often 
eaten hot 

wrote  Sentence: Two authors wrote a story together. Definition: created and communicated with words 

fellow  Sentence: That fellow is like my brother. Definition: a man or boy 

scold  Sentence: Did he scold you for breaking the vase? Definition: to chastise or criticize harshly 

coast  Sentence: Crabs are found on shores along the coast. Definition: an area where ocean water meets land 

odd  Sentence: The strange man looked odd and out of place. Definition: unusual 

locate Sentence: We used a map to locate the lost treasure. Definition: to find the position of 

slope  Sentence: The skier sped down the slope of the hill. Definition: side of a mountain or hill, incline 

throat  Sentence: It was hard to swallow with his sore throat. Definition: the tube down from the back of the 
mouth 

host  Sentence: The host of the party welcomed the guests. Definition: a person who entertains guests 

online  Sentence: I use my computer for online shopping. Definition: connected to another computer or 
network 

shock  Sentence: His secret will surprise and shock them. Definition: to startle or surprise 

solve  Sentence: I will solve the problem and write my answer. Definition: to find a solution or answer for 

known  Sentence: I should have known the correct answer. Definition: to have been aware of or had 
knowledge of 

remote  Sentence: Sometimes, the easiest way to get to a remote village is by boat. Definition: a place that is 
far from other places 

stock  Sentence: The shoe store has a large stock of shoes. Definition: the goods or items kept by a store 
owner 

boast  Sentence: He loves to boast about his good grades. Definition: to speak with pride or even exaggeration 

globe  Sentence: We examine Earth on a round spinning globe. Definition: a spherical object; a round model of 
earth 


